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About This Content

Patrician IV - Rise of a Dynasty brings a comprehensive package of improvements and new features to the best-selling
Patrician IV including online multiplayer and new scenarios.

Finally, you are able to operate your business in cooperative multiplayer mode with up to three friends helping out. And if you
are already master of the seas, you can now try and conquer the continent as well!

In Rise of a Dynasty, you will find new routes into the heartland and trade with cities like Berlin, Warsaw and Nijmegen. But of
course you have to grapple with the territorial rulers first and protect your wagon convoys from errant highwaymen.

Key Features:
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New land trade feature - Merchandise in heartland cities and establish an extensive road network

Cooperative multiplayer mode - Manage your company alongside three of your friends via LAN or Internet

Treasure hunt - Collect parts of a treasure map in the whole Hanseatic territory to find the ultimate pirate treasure

New scenarios - Six new scenarios, demanding even for experienced players

Become a big landowner - Buy parts of the regional territories to claim and expand your power

Loads of visual, AI and gameplay improvements - Revised nautical chart and city views, portraits for players and quest
givers, new animations for citizens and businesses
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Very cute and relaxing game that family can enjoy, I think this is better then the first. Camera is better and open world is great!
There is many places to go and see, it is very pretty. Only sometimes attacking enemies is slow so you can die but it is not
instant death so that is good. There are not many check points but you can also avoid enemies if you want to.. I think escapism is
the only thing I do well in my life. Dedicated one man developer. Is a passion project. Fun game. Has bugs that need working
out, but the core of it is there.. "Cujo, Cujo!"

  Ever wanted to play a Mummy wolf out to hunt and kill all the bad humans who've stolen her wolf cub? Of course you have.
We ALL have.

  In Nocturnal Hunt you get to do just that, using stealth and heightened senses to attack or sneak past a pack of evil hunters who
stand between you and your offspring. It's a short but compelling - and even surprisingly heart-tugging! - little game which
positively drools quality, on every conceivable level.

  Magnificent graphics, fantastic world and character design, brilliant mapping, highly intuitive gameplay...it's all here,
suggesting that these devs may be ready to go toe-to-toe with the AAAs in no time. They might have to make a slightly
LONGER game to do so, though, given that this one can apparently be beaten in under fifteen minutes...a fact which arguably
makes its six dollar price tag a tad steep, though the sheer volume and variety of Achievements ensures considerable
replayability for those to whom such things matter.

  If, like me, you occasionally crave a brief bit of stealth-kill gameplay without the obligation of starting up a twenty-hour game
in which your body count slowly, steadily (and ultimately quite tediously) soars into the hundreds, then this is the game for you.
Your wolf can even SWIM, which is pretty impressive in a world chock-full of video game characters who perish the instant
they come into contact with any sizeable body of water.

  Devs of the world: more first-person games with animal protagonists, please. We've already done guns to death; time for more
variety, methinks.

  Verdict: 9\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!). So, I just played my first scenario. Damn, what a great game! It's kinda like ancient roman Tropico, but more fun. My
problem with Tropico games and with many City Builders in general has always been the fact, that you could never relax and
enjoy your achievements. You know, there's just usually constant problems in the city and not a moment to reflect on the work
you've done and admire it. But in this game there are those moments. All the problems are solvable, the progress feels
rewarding, not daunting. Also, improvements compared to Tropico include the fact everything everything automatically adjusts
to grid, so your city doesn't look like a mess. The build-interface is very intuitive: instead of going into separate menus for
buildings, you have this kind of a wheel of categories, each of which spawns a wheel of buildings. Very convenient to use.
Some things I didn't particularly enjoy. For example, I still can't figure out how to trade. The trading screen in the forum
building says you can manage trade by a trade post, but I couldn't find one. I guess it must be explained in the tutorial, but I ain't
playing that. Or maybe it was just lacking in the first scenario. Anyway, another thing I missed from Tropico is the screen of
people's happiness. There is an icon, showing a thumb up, sideways or down, but when I press it, I can't really figure out, what
I'm looking at. Looks something like statistics of some kind, but not happiness. Tropico had a simple, easy to understand, screen
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with happiness, and it would be of use here. There are notifications, when people are extremely upset about something, but
generally you have to press on individuals to figure out what they are content/discontent with. Also it would be fun to have a
proper avatar character like in Tropico.
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Its not a bad game. Somewhat older graphics and style of gameplay. It seemed very simplified game at first but later it becomes
harder as you start to travel further from the begining. I realized later after constantly dying often that this wasnt so simple of a
game. Some creatures are extremely hard to kill, and the trick of running to edge of the map to heal on the other side of the next
map, is what I mostly did to try and survive. (that and to save often) Its a worthy game in my opinion and I enjoyed very much.
Just waiting for the next version to come out on steam.. Buggy game that apparently hasn't gotten much support since it was
released years ago. It wouldn't be a bad time killer if it wasn't technically deficient. I have had equipment textures not load
leaving my character striped white and purple. I have had trouble changing video settings (they seem to revert when I exit the
menu). If I'm not mistaken this was ported from console and not very well.. Just for achievement hunters without dignity.
Hold skip button and got 2 achievements (for starting game and ending) and +1 to 100%-ed games.

But no matter what - don't even think about reading this.
Art is poor.
Music is poor.
And story is absolutelly terrible. Uninspired and boring. Uncensored version has lesbian sex scene but it feels disconected from
rest of the story. Romantic? What a lie!

This is not the yuri you are looking for.. Boring and fun at the same time, the enviroment can be a bit confusing sometimes but
its a nice time-waster.. Great classic LucasArts game.
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